MPD150

working toward a police-free Minneapolis
What do you want your community reality to be?

- Be able to walk down street
- Kids playing in the park
- [YOUR IDEA]
- Space to learn from my actions
- Knowing my neighbors & I will be safe
- Healthy accountability for actions
- Guaranteed access to the things I need
- [YOUR IDEA]

This should be everyone's reality...
2017 is the 150th anniversary of the Minneapolis Police Dep’t. In this historic moment, MPD150 is calling for a police-free future.

We’re researching MPD history, interviewing people impacted by police, mapping responsible alternatives, & creating visionary art to make a police-free world possible.

WE KNOW WE ARE MISSING STORIES. SHARE YOURS. #MPDTRUTH
Since 1867, MPD has been enforcing violence against people of color & poor folks while protecting people w/ $$. People have tried solving issues of policing through reforms. But reforms are procedural & disciplinary and do not address the function or power of police.

**Examples...**

>>Police dep’ts are aggressively limiting public access to body & dash camera footage while granting it to officers under investigation.

>>Racial profiling increased in San Diego after hiring more black cops b/c cops of color are more closely scrutinized and often punished for speaking out.
“I feel like the police here overdo their job... or they don’t probably even do their job because I feel like the police are going and looking for reasons to arrest black people.”
- Northside Resident

“I’ve heard officers say terrible things to victims like, ‘Why do I need to be here? You’re just going to go back to this person.’”
- Domestic Violence Advocate

“If you were drunk or you had a relative that was out late, most of the time if they got in trouble or beat up, it was from the police. And so we had to keep our eyes on the police.”
- Native Elder
MPD150 proposes:
1) Returning genuine service functions back to community control.
2) Transferring resources to address unmet needs and crises in Minneapolis.

This could look like...
>> Don’t call the police
This won’t make the problem go away, but it won’t make it worse. Look to people in your community & other resources.

>> Commit to community safety
Take a class in de-escalation techniques, learn first aid, & organize a block party. Learn skills and build relationships.
What does a POLICE-FREE world look like?*

A Community centered lifestyle where the young, old & everyone in between are full participants. Everyone's whole personhood is prioritized.

We are committed to everyone's needs being met. We believe in solutions that are big enough to embrace us all.

We protect each other. People have more capacity to build, dream & imagine. We can focus on healing historical and inter-generational trauma.

People take ownership of public spaces and respect boundaries & collectivity. We have hard conversations with ourselves & each other. We make room for laughter.

Justice is prioritized over retribution. Healing is prioritized over righteousness. No one is disposable.

The community gets to believe in its own power again. We have the answers to heal & keep each other safe, we just need the space to do it.

* Quotes are from some of the folks in MPD150.
Ending 150 years of police in Minneapolis

Get Involved

info@mpd150.com
www.mpd150.com
#MPDTruth
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